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QUESTION 1

A penetration tester is exploiting the use of default public and private community strings Which of the following protocols
is being exploited? 

A. SMTP 

B. DNS 

C. SNMP 

D. HTTP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A penetration tester has discovered through automated scanning that a Tomcat server allows for the use of default
credentials. Using default credentials, the tester is able to upload WAR files to the server. Which of the following is the
MOST likely post-exploitation step? 

A. Upload a customized /etc/shadow file. 

B. Monitor network traffic 

C. Connect via SSH using default credentials. 

D. Install web shell on the server. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://pentestlab.blog/2012/03/22/apache-tomcat-exploitation/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A penetration tester is performing a wireless penetration test. Which of the following are some vulnerabilities that might
allow the penetration tester to easily and quickly access a WPA2-protected access point? 

A. Deauthentication attacks against an access point can allow an opportunity to capture the four-way handshake, which
can be used to obtain and crack the encrypted password. 

B. Injection of customized ARP packets can generate many initialization vectors quickly, making it faster to crack the
password, which can then be used to connect to the WPA2-protected access point. 

C. Weak implementations of the WEP can allow pin numbers to be guessed quickly, which can then be used to retrieve
the password, which can then be used to connect to the WEP-protected access point. 

D. Rainbow tables contain all possible password combinations, which can be used to perform a brute-force password
attack to retrieve the password, which can then be used to connect to the WPA2-protected access point. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

During an internal network penetration test the tester is able to compromise a Windows system and recover the NTLM
hash for a local wrltsrnAdrain account Attempting to recover the plaintext password by cracking the hash has proved to
be unsuccessful, and the tester has decided to try a pass-the-hash attack to see if the credentials are reused on other in-
scope systems Using the Medusa tool the tester attempts to authenticate to a list of systems, including the originally
compromised host, with no success Given the output below: 

Which of the following Medusa commands would potentially provide better results? 

A. #medusa -h hosts.txt -U usera.txt -P hashes, txt -M smbnt. -m GROP:LOCAL -O out.txt -m PASS:HASH 

B. #medusa -H hosts.txt -U users, txt -P hashes, txt -M smbnt -m PASS:HASH -o out. txt 

C. #medusa -H hosts.txt -u WrkStnAdmin -p
aa3b435b51404eeaa3b435b51404ee:4e63c1b137e274dda214154b349fe316 -M smbnt -m GROUP:DOMAIN -o out.txt 

D. #medusa -H hosts.txt -C creds.txt -M mssq1 -m GROUP: DOMAIN -o out.txt 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A penetration tester needs to provide the code used to exploit a DNS server in the final report. In which of the following
parts of the report should the penetration tester place the code? 

A. Executive summary 

B. Remediation 

C. Conclusion 

D. Technical summary 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://phoenixnap.com/blog/penetration-testing 
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